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Greetings from CCA@home Co-Chairs

The Evening's Itinerary

Howdy! Well this certainly is not what we 
were anticipating at the beginning of the 
of year, but here we are and CCA is upon 
us…albeit at home. 

As your event co-chairs over the last  
5 years, we have looked forward to the first 
weekend in November when the community 
gathers for one common goal: to improve 
the lives of patients and families at LHSC. 

Within the same timeframe, donors to the 
make-a-difference appeal have been 
supporting the First Episode Mood & Anxiety 
Program and we’re excited to share the 
impact you have had on the program and 
on the lives of youth in our community.

Thank you to 
all of our event 
partners that 
have made 
CCA@home 
possible this 
year. Thank you also to our fellow  
CCA@home committee volunteers for  
your time and support of the event. 

We’ll be tuning in on Thursday, November 
5 at 8 PM and raising a Clintar Caesar to 
kick-off the 33rd annual CCA!

Cheers,

REG JACKSON AND MIKE MALLECK 

CO-CHAIRS, CCA@HOME

Thursday, November 5 | 8:00 PM

Livestream the event at www.lhsf.ca/cca  
or tune in to Rogers TV

This ain’t our regular stompin’ ground,  
but you will have some surprises throughout  
the show! This is your town after all…

Hosted by  
JACK 102.3’s  
Stax, Meghan  
& Loop

http://www.lhsf.ca/cca


FEMAP Needs Your Support
Participants at Country Classic Auction have been supporting mental health at  
LHSC for the last 5 years.  Donors have helped LHSC reach a defining moment:  
the First Episode Mood & Anxiety Program (FEMAP) is officially expanding.

The First Episode Mood & Anxiety Program is the only program of its kind with 
a proven and safe format designed to provide an ecosystem of support for youth with 
emotional concerns that fall into the  categories of mood and/or anxiety symptoms.

To learn more, please visit www.lhsf.ca/FEMAP
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https://www.lhsc.on.ca/femap-first-episode-mood-and-anxiety-program/information-about-mood-anxiety
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Meet Your Auctioneer

Clintar Caesar Cocktail  

“I do more than 50 fundraising events every year across 
North America and the Country Classic Auction is always 
uniquely memorable.  From the surprise entertainment  
to the incredible generosity of the donors, the only  
thing I can count on is my expectations are going  
to be exceeded.”  - GRAHAM CROW, AUCTIONEER

DIRECTIONS
1.   Crush 4 or 5 tomatillos, getting as 

much juice from them as you can.

2.   Strain out all the pulp and large 
chunks and set the juice aside.

3.   Rub the cut-side of a lime or lime 
wedge around the outside rim of 
your favourite Caesar glass.

4.   Roll the outside rim of the glass 
through celery salt (on a plate  
or in a bowl keeps things clean) 
and set aside.

5.   In a mixing glass, muddle 1 roasted 
jalapeno, cilantro leaves, 3 lime 
wedges and a splash of the vodka

6.   Fill the Caesar glass with ice  
and strain the muddled mixture 
into the glass

7.   Add a few dashes of your favourite 
hot sauce

8.   Add a few dashes of Worcestershire

9.   Top with your favourite Caesar mix, 
leaving enough room to add your 
tomatillo juice

10.   Add a dash of salt and pepper

11.   Top with the tomatillo juice that you 
set aside earlier

12.   Add all of the garnish to the drink, 
either directly into the cocktail, on the 
rim of the glass or on a cocktail pick.

13.   Enjoy!
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INGREDIENTS
2 x Roasted Jalapenos  
   (1 for garnish)
Cilantro
4 lime wedges  
   (1 for garnish)
1.5oz vodka
Hot sauce
Worcestershire Sauce
Salt & pepper
Celery salt
Tomatillos
Caesar Mix

GARNISH
Roasted Jalapeno  
   (mentioned above)
Lime wedge  
   (mentioned above)
Celery Stalk
Pickle
Spicy Bean
Bacon
 

Try the CCA@home Clintar Caesar recipe! Watch the making of the  
Clintar Ceasar Cocktail video.

https://youtu.be/xIZVzsmTrWU


3M Silent Auction
This year we are focusing the auction on a 
select number of virtual experiences. 

Join us November 5 at 8 pm to hear more about 
the packages and don’t forget to register to bid! 

proudly partnered by
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REGISTER TO BID PLACE A BID

https://bid4lhsf.cbo.io/


Thanks Partners
PRESENTING PARTNERS

SUPPORTING PARTNERS

ENTRY PARTNERS

PREMIER PARTNERS
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